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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The discovery that θ13 is relatively large [1–3] allowed the community to develop a promis-

ing experimental program based on scaling the beam power of conventional horn-focused

neutrino beams along with the size of the associated detectors. These so-called super-beam

experiments can reach the required statistical precision to discover (assuming it is there)

and measure the parameters responsible for leptonic CP-invariance violation. Two of these

superbeam experiments are moving forward: the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment

(DUNE) [4] and Hyper-Kamiokande (Hyper-K) [5], and both are now under construction.

Assuming the three-active-massive-neutrinos paradigm is correct, DUNE and Hyper-K will

perform precision studies of the so-called atmospheric oscillation parameters, ∆m2
31 and θ23,

and measure the leptonic CP-violation phase δ, whereas the JUNO [6] experiment, using

reactor neutrinos, will determine θ12 and ∆m2
21, the so-called solar oscillation parameters.

All three experiments have varying degrees of sensitivity to the neutrino mass ordering, but

only DUNE will perform precision studies of the MSW effect. In addition, they all also

have a broad non-oscillation physics program ranging from geo-neutrinos to the detection

of neutrinos from core-collapse supernovae.

Neutrino factories were first proposed around the time neutrino oscillations were first

observed by Super-Kamiokande [7]. Neutrino factories provide a fundamentally different

method for creating neutrino beams compared to pion decay-based horn-focused beams.

Muon decay is a well understood process providing equal numbers of electron antineutri-

nos and muon neutrinos with precisely known energy spectra. Accelerating muons and

putting them into a storage ring with long straight sections creates a well collimated neu-

trino beam [8]; a muon antineutrino beam, along with an electron neutrino beam, is obtained

by storing µ+ in the ring. The key advantages are a high luminosity, in particular also at

high energies, both muon and electron flavor content, well known neutrino energy spectra

and very well determined beam intensity. The challenge is production and acceleration of a

sufficient number of muons to create a high-luminosity beam. This challenge is to a large

degree shared with muon colliders and therefore, there is a strong synergy between these

two programs. Given their excellent beam properties, neutrino factories are the ideal tool

to study neutrino oscillations and thus a considerable effort to develop this concept ensued,

which culminated in the International Design Study for the Neutrino Factory (IDS-NF) [9].
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In the U.S., until the 2013 P5 report, the Muon Accelerator Program continued R&D to-

wards both a muon collider [10] and a neutrino factory [11].

A neutrino factory can exceed the precision, relative to conventional neutrino beams,

with which the leptonic CP phase δ is measured and can potentially provide more precise

measurements of ∆m2
31 and θ13. By exploiting the various available oscillation channels

(including their CP conjugates), νµ → νµ, νe → νµ, νµ → νe and, depending on the stored-

muon energies, the ντ final states, a neutrino factory can over-constrain the three-active-

massive-neutrinos paradigm in a way that is not accessible to any single ongoing or near

future experiment, or combinations thereof. In particular, should the combined DUNE,

Hyper-K and JUNO results reveal any surprises or anomalies, a neutrino factory would

be the ideal tool to study these with a complementary approach and much smaller beam

systematics.

The sensitivity of neutrino factories to phenomena beyond the standard model (plus

nonzero neutrino masses) has been studied in detail for the case of non-standard neutrino

interactions [9], especially for neutral current-like couplings. In this case, the access to po-

tentially large matter effects at the neutrino factory allows unrivaled sensitivities. We argue

that a neutrino factory, given its unique beam characteristics, should be a remarkable labo-

ratory to explore a much wider range of new physics: new neutrino states, both heavy and

light, different flavors of light dark matter, searches for lepton-flavor universality violation,

and many others. One of the key advantages relative to conventional neutrino beams is the

ability to study neutrino laboratory energies of order tens of GeV without compromising

the beam luminosity. This opens, for example, the possibility for ντ physics and charm pro-

duction. Novel neutrino beams, both in energy and flavor content, invite the development

of new fine-grained detectors which have a high rate capability. Simple scaling from existing

studies for conventional beams indicates a potentially very significant increase in sensitivity.

There also is a renewed interest in muon colliders [12–14] in the energy frontier, both as

a Higgs-factory and as a high-energy-exploration enterprise, and there are large synergies

at the machine level between those and neutrino factories. In particular, muon production,

capture, and cooling, which are the most difficult challenges for a muon collider, would

directly benefit a neutrino factory.

The rich physics opportunities offered by the very special beam characteristics at a neu-

trino factory and the need to prepare for a post-DUNE neutrino physics programs indicates
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that detailed studies of a neutrino factory complex, its physics reach and detectors are once

again timely and needed.

In this Snowmass White Paper, we briefly highlight physics opportunities allowed by

neutrino factories, see Section III. The discussions here are meant to be illustrative and are

neither exhaustive nor especially detailed. We discuss challenges and opportunities asso-

ciated to neutrino detectors for the neutrino factory in Section IV, and the current status

and challenges associated with producing stored-muon neutrino beams in Section V. We

especially highlight synergies between neutrino factories, muon colliders, and the FNAL

accelerator complex in Section VI. In Section VII, we summarize the potential physics op-

portunities associated to neutrino factories in the post-DUNE and Hyper-K era, along with

the steps required to ensure the community is prepared to seize them when the time is right.

II. PHYSICS OPPORTUNITIES AT THE FAR SITE

Neutrino factories are the ultimate tool to study three-flavor neutrino oscillation and can

achieve precision measurements of sin2 θ23, ∆m2
31, sin

2 2θ13 and δ, the leptonic CP phase.

The also can over constrain the oscillation parameter by exploiting the νµ and νe initial state

flavors and νµ and νe final state flavors, and with the right detector even the ντ final state.

The achievable precision has been well documented in the literature, see for instance Ref. [9]

and references therein, and is unmatched by DUNE [15] and Hyper-K [16]. Once DUNE

and Hyper-K results are available the community will need to evaluate if the additional

precision offered by a neutrino factory is needed: if DUNE and Hyper-K results agree well

with each other and three flavor oscillation the case would be much weaker than if surprises

or discrepancies are found. In the latter case, the far site of a neutrino factory would be

likely the best tool to address the open questions.

With the same far detector complex, it also possible to conduct precision measurements

of the matter effect and thus to constrain the existence of new neutrino interactions, aka

non-standard interactions (NSI). In particular, neutral-current like NSI are very difficult to

constrain directly by other means. The sensitivity to NSI is shown in Fig. 1 and is clear

that higher neutrino energies are preferred for this measurement.

Neutrino factories also offer excellent sensitivity to sterile neutrinos over a wide range of

parameter space and in particular by studying anomalous ντ appearance [18]. A neutrino
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Figure 1. Summary for the optimization of a neutrino factory as a function of the muon energy.

The dark bars represent Eµ = 50GeV, the medium light bars Eµ = 25GeV, and the light bars

Eµ = 5GeV. The upper group of bars represents the standard optimization (in terms of the

sin2 2θ13 reach), the middle group of bars represents the standard optimization (in terms of the

sin2 2θ13 reach) including ǫeτ marginalized over, and the lower group the non-standard optimization

(in terms of the |ǫmαβ | sensitivity). Here the IDS-NF setup is used with two baselines at 4 000 km and

7 500 km. Both the sensitivities without silver channel, as well as with an advanced silver channel

detector Silver* are shown in all cases. As a benchmark point, sin2 2θ13 = 0.001 and δ = 3π/2 has

been chosen, as well as a true normal hierarchy. Figure and caption from Ref. [17].
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factory allows to disentangle the magnitudes of |Ue4|, |Uµ4| and |Uτ4|. The far site sensitivity
arises in the same way as DUNE is sensitive [19] to sterile neutrinos at the far site: the

sterile oscillation is averaged out but still leads to an effect in oscillations by modifying the

amplitude of the oscillation. Given the richer flavor content of the beam, higher beam energy

and luminosity, the neutrino factory sensitivies exceed those DUNE or Hyper-K significantly.

III. PHYSICS OPPORTUNITIES AT THE NEAR SITE

As will be described below, the near detector at the Neutrino Factory will have a rich

program searching for new physics as well as having a long list of neutrino interaction topics

that can be explored with unprecedented precision. In order to take full advantage of the

opportunities at the near site, the detector requirements extend far beyond what is needed for

the 3-flavor oscillation search. Options for the near detectors are discussed in Section IVB,

but we list some of the overarching performance requirements here:

• Highly segmented detectors capable of precision operation at high event rate. Detec-

tors with inherent 3D tracking (or very precise timing) capability over 4π are required.

• Excellent muon and electron ID capability.

• Excellent energy resolution.

• A magnetized detector for charge identification. In addition, reconstruction via spec-

trometry can be applied to event reconstruction as opposed to being done via calorime-

try. This is particularly important for high-energy (Eν ≥ 10 GeV) neutrino interactions

where the outgoing muon’s momentum must be measured via spectrometry.

• Excellent particle ID, ie, p/π/K separation at momenta from a few hundred MeV/c

to a few GeV/c.

• Neutron detection capability (with energy determination).

• A variety of nuclear targets to measure cross-sections as a function of the nuclear

target mass number A.

• Micron-scale resolution for charm and tau identification or the capability to tag charm

and taus in the final state via kinematics.
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With these requirements in mind, we discuss the prospects of measurements that can be

performed at the neutrino factory near detector.

A. Precision in Cross Section Measurements

A neutrino factory with energies above several tens of GeV would provide a new precision

probe of the weak interactions and of the nucleon structure. The detailed knowledge of the

neutrino flux, both in overall normalization and shape, coupled with a high-granularity

detector allows for the precise determination of exclusive neutrino-nucleus cross-sections.

At the highest energies, deep-inelastic-scattering (DIS) dominates the neutrino cross section

with nucleons and one can study the nucleon structure at low Bjorken x and high Q2. In the

past, the precision physics program in neutrino DIS relied on ratios of event rates in order

to mitigate the large neutrino flux uncertainties, which was plagued by uncertainties from

the subtraction of νe contamination backgrounds. For a neutrino factory, all components of

the beam are well-known and the extraction of the neutrino cross sections can be performed

directly and with much greater precision.

Contrary to standard neutrino beams, a muon-decay neutrino beam has an equal num-

ber of νµ(νµ) and νe(νe) in µ+(µ−)-storage mode. While this allows to study νe(νe) − N

scattering with large statistics, it may also present new backgrounds to NC measurements.

A high-purity measurement of the neutral current rate at a high-resolution detector would

require excellent νe(νe)−N CC and ν−N NC discrimination, since electrons can mimic NC

interaction more often than muons. Since the low density tracker at the Neutrino Factory

can efficiently reconstruct the electron tracks, the νe CC interactions can be identified on

an event-by-event basis, reducing the contamination to a negligible level. Similarly, uncer-

tainties related to the location of the interaction vertex, noise, counter efficiency etc. are

removed by the higher resolution and by the different analysis selection.

B. Standard Candles

At conventional neutrino facilities where the flux is poorly known, measurements of well-

known scattering processes, i.e. “standard candles”, can help reduce flux uncertainties.

Three main processes have been often discussed:
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• low-ν neutrino-nucleus scattering for the flux normalization and shape,

• coherent meson production for the flux shape,

• elastic neutrino-electron scattering for the flux normalization,.

Each of these processes can be measurement with a precision as good as the flux and fiducial

volume uncertainties at a neutrino factory, which would be well below the percent level.

Low-ν interactions are neutrino-nucleus CC processes with small energy transfer to the

nucleus, ν = Ehad = Eν − Eℓ. In other words, the inelasticity y = ν/Eν is small and so is

the recoil hadronic energy, leaving the nuclear target mostly undisturbed. In this regime,

the neutrino cross section only depends on the structure function F2 and is a linear function

of energy. That is,

dσ

dy

y≪1−−→ G2
FMEν

π

∫

F2(x) dx = (Constant)×Eν , (1)

where x = Q2/2Mν. Therefore, a measurement of the the low-ν, or equivalently, low-y,

cross section across the range of values of Eν ≈ Eℓ in the experiment can determine the

normalization and shape of the flux. At a neutrino factory, a low-density detector with

low-thresholds would allow to probe the very small y piece of the cross section with minimal

finite-y corrections. This is to be constrasted with previous measurements of the low-ν cross

section by MINOS and NOMAD, with precision of & 3 % [20].

Coherent meson production also leaves the nucleus undisturbed. In this case, for example

coherent ℓ±π∓ production allows one to measure the incoming neutrino energy as Eν ≈
Eℓ + Eπ, as well as its direction, since ~pν ≈ ~pℓ + ~pπ. A precise measurement of the total

value and shape of this cross section would allow other experiments to determine the shape

and normalization of their fluxes more precisely. Once more, the low-threshold advantage

of a HPgTPC detector would allow for a greater reduction of backgrounds from incoherent

processes.

C. Precision in sin2 θW Measurement

a. Revisiting NuTeV To reduce the impact of flux systematic uncertainties on precision

DIS measurements, NuTeV made use of a Paschos-Wolfenstein ratio [21]. The observation
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is that, up to small corrections, in a pure νµ or νµ beam, the ratios between neutral- and

charged-current scattering rates on an isoscalar target follow

Rν =
σ(νµN → νµX)

σ(νµN → µ−X)
≃ 1

2
− sin2 θW +

5

9
(1 + r) sin4 θW, (2)

and

Rν =
σ(νµN → νµX)

σ(νµN → µ+X)
≃ 1

2
− sin2 θW +

5

9

(

1 +
1

r

)

sin4 θW, (3)

where r ≡ σ(νµN → µ+X)/σ(νµN → µ−X) ≃ 1
2
. In reality, the relation above is extended

to include second and third generation quarks, differences between µ+ and µ− reconstruc-

tion, radiative corrections, contributions from non-isoscalar targets, and corrections from

contamination in the neutrino beam. The even more powerful ratio,

R− =
Rν − rRν

1− r
=

1

2
− sin2 θW, (4)

is independent of heavy quark corrections and allowed NuTeV to reach a precision on the

weak-mixing angle θW of order 1%. The largest experimental systematic uncertainty in

NuTeV is related to the subtraction of the νe CC contamination from the NC sample.

However, the NuTeV deviates from the measurement done by LEP at the 3σ level. Therefore,

a precise measurement of the weak mixing angle by neutrino scattering data, specially at

the same energy range of NuTeV helps in understanding the situation.

As discussed before, at a neutrino factory, the electron and muon flavors are comparable

and new techniques would be required.

b. Probing the Running of sin2 θW. A neutrino factory can measure the weak mixing

angle through different channels: i) Deep inelastic scattering of neutrinos off quarks (see

above). This has a center of mass energy of s = 2xEνmN , where x is the Bjorken parameter

andmN is the nucleon mass; ii) Elastic scattering of neutrinos off electrons, with s = 2Eνme;

iii) Elastic scattering of neutrinos off protons, with s = 2EνmN . All these channels have

considerably different momentum transfer scales, and hence can give the information on the

running of the weak mixing angle. As explained above, for DIS, the measurement could be

performed using the Paschos-Wolfenstein ratio, as done at NuTeV. For the ν − e scattering

channel the experiment can look at the ratio of the ν̄µ − e over νµ − e channel, where

the systematic uncertainties which are related to the electron identification and selection

cancel out. However, this channel is limited by lower statistics. DUNE expects percent-level

uncertaity on this measurement at q ≃ 30 MeV, using approximately 60, 000 expected ν− e
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scattering events in 7 years of data collection [22]. However, the measurement at DUNE

is limited by higher flux uncertainties. On the other hand, at the few GeV energy range

of DUNE the uncertainties on the neutrino-nucleus cross section makes in very challenging

to use this channel for measuring the weak mixing angle. The higher energy range at the

neutrino factory as well as lower systematic uncertainties on the neutrino fluxes make the

near detectors ideal for weak mixing angle measurement.

D. Light Sterile Neutrinos

With a well-characterized beam of νe at a neutrino factory, we can perform precision

searches for νe → νµ and νe → ντ appearance at short-baselines, where this new oscillation

can be driven by a fourth, sterile neutrino. These new oscillation probabilities are (for

α = µ, τ)

P (νe → να) = sin2 (2θeα) sin
2

(

∆m2
41L

4Eν

)

, (5)

where sin2 (2θαβ) is an effective mixing angle depending on the extended 4 × 4 neutrino

mixing matrix, ∆m2
41 ≡ m2

4 − m2
1 is the new mass-squared splitting, L is the distance

between neutrino production and detection, and Eν is its energy. When using natural units,

the argument of the oscillatory term becomes

∆m2
41L

4Eν

−→ 1.267

(

∆m2
41

eV2

)(

L

km

)(

GeV

Eν

)

. (6)

Given the multiple detectors that we are considering, this oscillation probability can be

measured at multiple values of L for common Eν , bolstering the searches for anomalous

appearance of νµ or ντ arising in the νe beam. Furthermore, measurements of the νe flux at

both detector locations allows for reducing systematic uncertainties.

Given the neutrino energy and the detector positions, we may determine the range of

∆m2
41 that the neutrino factory can probe. A previous neutrino factory proposal studied the

capability of a magnetized iron-scintillator far detector, nuSTORM [23], with mass 1.3 kt,

located 2 km from the end of the muon storage ring (along with a O(100)ton near detector

50 m from the end of the storage ring). In Ref. [23], a ten-year exposure, corresponding to

1021 protons on target yielding muons with momentum 3.8 GeV (±10%) was considered.

The sensitivity to sin2 (2θeµ) in regions of interest [24–26] for ∆m2
41 ≈ 1 eV2 is impressive,
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reaching angles on the order of 10−4 at 99% CL, even with (realistic) 1% systematic uncer-

tainties. This is in contrast with the capability of the joint Fermilab SBN detectors, with

an expected sensitivity of sin2 (2θeµ) ≈ 5× 10−4 in the next several years [27]. In the future

(by roughly 2040), DUNE expects sensitivity at the level of sin2 (2θeµ) ≈ 10−6 with its near

detector complex [28]. However, such a strong constraint depends significantly on the level

of uncertainties assumed, and the neutrino flux uncertainties from a proton-beam-source

such as LBNF would be naturally larger than at a neutrino factory.

If we consider a higher muon-beam energy (e.g. one or two orders of magnitude higher-

energy neutrinos) than what was assumed for nuSTORM, then we would be sensitive to

larger values of ∆m2
41, in the range of ∼10 − 100 eV2. Measurements in such a range

would complement those coming from direct neutrino-mass-measurement experiments such

as KATRIN [29, 30]. We note that KATRIN, and other beta-decay experiments, are sensitive

to the 3+1 sterile neutrino mixing angle sin2 (2θee) ≡ 4 |Ue4|2
(

1− |Ue4|2
)

, contrasted against

neutrino-factory searches for sin2 (2θeµ) ≡ 4 |Ue4|2 |Uµ4|2. This complementarity would be

extremely valuable in the event of a discovery in one or both of the search environments.

E. Lepton Number Violation

Neutrino factory beams are very pure, that is only muon neutrinos (antineutrinos) are

present in the beam for stored µ− (µ+), and similarly, only electron antineutrinos (neutrinos)

would be present. In this environment, a search for neutrino-antineutrino conversion would

have great sensitivity due to the magnetized nature of the detector. This is especially true

for the νµ (νµ) flux, since µ+ and µ− do not shower like e+ and e− pairs do.

A study for nuSTORM with a magnetized (B ∼ 2 T) iron detector found a rejection of

wrong-sign muons to be 5× 10−5, with a signal efficiency 0.16. Depending on the size of the

magnetic field, these numbers are expected to be significantly improved at a HPgTPC.

Due to the high energies of a neutrino factory, processes exclusive to neutrinos in the

beam can be exploited. For instance, inverse muon decay,

νµe
− → νeµ

− and νee
− → νµµ

−, (7)

with a threshold of Eν & 11 GeV can be identified due to the forwardness of the muon and

would only take place in µ− mode, but not in µ+. Any deviation from this pattern would
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indicate new physics. This type of search would be sensitive to effects of lepton number

violation (LNV) in muon decays from high-scale as well as low-scale extensions of the SM.

a. LNV from heavy new physics At the effective operator level, one can consider

1

Λ5
(LµHeR)(Lc

eLαHH) → v3EW
Λ5

(µLeR)(ν
c
eνα), (8)

and the corresponding right-handed muon Yukawa contraction, µRLeH
†, contribute to an

effective neutrino-antineutrino conversion in muon beams. Muons in the storage ring would

undergo the following LNV decays,

B(µ+ → e+νeνα) ∼
(

v3EW
4
√
2GFΛ5

)2

∼ 0.1%

(

370GeV

Λ

)10

, (9)

and analogously for µ−. These branching ratios are at the level of the best constraints

coming from measurements of the Michel parameters of muon decays [31]. These models

have been discussed in the context of the LSND anomaly in Refs. [32, 33], where the authors

also provide feasible UV completions. The unique capabilities of a neutrino factory would

allow to study νe → νe conversions that are otherwise hard to do in conventional accelerator

beams due to the large wrong-sign-neutrino contamination.

b. LNV from decaying-sterile neutrinos Low-scale extensions of the SM can also lead

to effective LNV. The simplest extension of the 3+1 oscillation model discussed in Sec. IIID

by a νs-philic singlet scalar ϕ can lead to decays in the neutrino beam that cascade down

to neutrino-antineutrino paris. Through neutrino mixing with the muon or electron flavor,

ν4 states can be produced in µ decays, which then decay in flight via ν4 → νϕ, or even

ν4 → νϕ in the case of Majorana neutrinos. The latter decays would lead to an effective

neutrino-antineutrino conversion, with the wrong-sign neutrinos having a bit less energy

than the average particles in the beam. Even for Dirac neutrinos, if ϕ is massive and de-

cays to neutrino-antineutrino pairs via ϕ → νν, an excess of wrong-sign neutrinos would be

noticeable. Constraints on these scenarios come primarily from searches for solar antineu-

trinos(see, e.g., Ref [34]). However, solar neutrino experiments are not sensitive to models

with |Ue4| ≪ 10−3 or to models where m4 or mϕ are greater than 16 MeV, since in that case

the particles would not be produced in the decays of 8B in the Sun.

c. LNV from lepton-number-charged scalars Finally, light scalars carrying lepton-

number can lead to effective ν → ν transitions in two scenarios: if they are produced

in

µ+ → e+ν ν ϕL=2 (10)
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or in the scattering of neutrinos with matter,

νp+ → ℓ+ nϕL=2. (11)

Neutrino experiments provide leading constraints on this scenario for regions of parameter

space where mϕ & 100 MeV, with future prospects from DUNE [35, 36] and the Forward

Physics Facility [37] presenting particularly strong capabilities. For a review of this type of

scalar, see Ref. [38]. Searches for this type of anomalous ν appearance in the beam may

exceed current and future sensitivities.

F. NSI and New Physics at the Multi-TeV scale

A near detector at the neutrino factory with the ability to measure the charm cross-

section can measure τ ’s as well. Hence, even though the neutrino fluxes at the near site

will purely consist of electron and muon neutrinos, non-standard four-fermion interaction

of neutrinos with charged leptons and quarks can induce non-zero number of ντ at the

detector. These charged current (CC) four-fermion interactions can modify the production

and detection of neutrinos and we can study them using a systematic Effective Field Theory

(EFT) approach (see e.g. Refs. [39–41] for EFT formalism at neutrino experiments). After

obtaining constraints on the parameters of low-energy EFT relevant for the energy range

of the neutrino factories, we can match them to the Wilson coefficients of the so called SM

EFT (SMEFT) Lagrangian and indirectly probe new physics at energies much higher than

the electroweak scale.

In the presence of non-standard interactions in the muon decay, τ neutrinos can be

produced in the beam. On the other hand, as a result of non-SM interactions on the

detection side through the deep inelastic scattering of neutrinos on nucleons (DIS), extra

number of ντ can be detected. This results into a non-zero rate of ντ events at the detector

given by [40, 41]:

dN τ

dEν

≃ NTσ
SM
τ

∑

α=e,µ

φSM
α

∑

X

{

pµ−decay
XX,α |[ǫµ−decay

X ]ατ |2 + dDIS
XX,τ |[ǫDIS

X ]τα|2
}

, (12)

where NT is the total number of target particles at the near detector, σSM
τ is the SM DIS cross

section of τ neutrinos, φSM
α is the SM flux of electron and muon neutrinos in the beam, and

X = L,R, S, P, T denotes to new left(right) handed, (pseudo)scalar and tensor interactions.
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The new physics effects at the production and detection side are shown by coefficients pXX,α

and dXX,τ , which depend on the neutrino energy and can be found in Ref.s [40, 41]. For

the muon decay (DIS), these coefficients are dominant for right handed (right handed and

tensor) interactions and are of the order of 1. All in all, with the expectation of 109 SM

νe,µ events at the near detector of a neutrino factory, we can expect to get constraints of

[ǫR]ατ . 10−4 from muon decay, and [ǫR,T ]τα . 10−4 from DIS, translating in the new physics

reach of Λ ≡ v/
√
ǫ ∼ tens of TeV. Depending on the specific quarks in the four-fermion

interactions, these constraints are one to two orders of magnitude better than relevant

constraints from either low energy pion decay of high energy LHC results (see Tables 3-4 of

[41] for comparision).

G. Light Dark Sectors, Dark Matter

While neutrino experiments have already delivered groundbreaking results in terms of

measurements of leptonic mixing angles and neutrino mass squared differences, they have

also left us with a couple of puzzles, namely hints for neutrino oscillations at very short

baselines. Here, acceleration-based neutrino experiments LSND [24] and MiniBooNE [25, 26]

stand out.1 What is common between LSND, MiniBooNE and potential neutrino factory

is the production of neutrinos: accelerated protons hitting a target or a beam dump which

yields production of mesons that decay to neutrinos. This suggests that, in general, new

physics scenarios that explain LSND and/or MiniBooNE can be tested at neutrino facto-

ries. Further, given that the typical neutrino energy from neutrino factory is 1-2 orders of

magnitude larger, various BSM realizations can be probed even at the higher mass scales.

The vanilla explanation for LSND and MiniBooNE boils down to the existence of eV-scale

sterile neutrino that mixes with both muon and electron neutrinos, thus allowing for efficient

transition between νµ and νe at short baselines; this in turn yields an enhancement in the

number of νe at the detector, explaining the observed excess of electron-like events. Sterile

neutrino explanation is however disfavored from muon disappearance searches performed by

IceCube [46] and MINOS [47]. To this end, there has recently been a number of alternative

explanations to explain anomalies, primarily MiniBooNE, see e.g. [48–59]. Let us illustrate

1 For completeness let us also mention reactor [42, 43] and gallium anomalies [44] at MeV-scale energies

which appear less relevant in the context of this document; in particular, we should also stress that in

lightof recent reactor flux measurements, reactor anomaly seems to be fading away [45]
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only one of the scenarios, e.g. the one introduced in [50]. There, the excess of electrons in the

detector is explained by the upscattering of (primarily) muon neutrinos into right-handed

“dark neutrinos,” where the latter undergo a 2-step decay; dark neutrinos first decay into

a neutrino and an on-shell U(1)X gauge mediator which in turn yields an e+e− pair that

can appear as a single shower event in MiniBooNE. This model was previously tested using

MINERvA data [60], but given an existing near detector technology that we envision to

be placed in the vicinity of a neutrino factory, such facility would also be highly sensitive.

For completeness, let us stress that while the extended dark sectors (such as the one dis-

cussed above) can be tested, neutrino factories are also sensitive to minimal extensions of

the Standard Model, e.g. light vector bosons [61] or heavy right-handed neutrinos.

Above, we have chiefly focused on neutrino-induced new physics events. Let us state

that proton collisions with the target also yield a lot of photons and neutral mesons. Here,

the former can produce hidden electrically neutral states in scattering while the latter can

partially decay into hidden states. This was recently explored in the context of axions

and axion-like particles [62, 63] for DUNE and a neutrino factory is also sensitive to these

scenarios.

One additional attractive scenario that can be tested from decays of neutral particles,

primarily mesons, is the light, GeV-scale, dark matter model. Mesons are envisioned to par-

tially decay into dark photons, and this is realizable provided dark photons have a nonzero

kinetic mixing with the SM photons. Dark photons are produced on-shell or off-shell de-

pending on their mass relative to the decaying meson. The coupling of dark photon to

dark scalar (or fermion) states ensures that it promptly decays and the daughter particles

then travel to the detector where they can scatter on electrons; see [62, 64] in the context

of the DUNE near detector. Such dark scalars/fermions can satisfy, due to the thermal

freeze-out mechanism, the relic abundance of dark matter in the universe in agreement with

observations [65].

The neutrino-induced scatterings present a background for testing such dark matter mod-

els. This background can be chiefly eliminated if detector is placed off-axis. In such case,

background from charged pion decays is suppressed because charged states are focused in

the forward direction. An ideal solution at neutrino factory site would be DUNE-PRISM-

like [62] detector that is movable in the plane perpendicular to the beam. The employment

of such detector and measurements at various sites would not only maximize background
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discrimination for this dark matter model, but would also allow the flexibility in light of var-

ious scenarios that can be scrutinized. Namely, for testing models that explain MiniBooNE,

such a detector would need to be placed on axis. We point out that movable detector is

not crucial for BSM goals at neutrino factories, but it would certainly aid in maximizing its

full physics potential. Also the sophisticated front end of a neutrino factory may allow to

disentangle the neutrino beam and meson flight directions at the target station, which is an

interesting option to eliminate neutrino backgrounds.

H. Decay in flight of new particles.

Using a low-density detector made of Helium bags, NuTeV observed three anomalous

µ+µ− events in a search for the decay in flight of HNLs. The search was performed using a

slightly off-axis (∼few mrad) location in a zero-background search. If the rate were due to

muon production in neutrino interactions in the Helium bags, it would have exceeded the

predicted Monte Carlo rate by two orders of magnitude. In a neutrino factory, this mea-

surement could be performed in a HPgTPC, achieving a similar suppression of the neutrino

interaction backgrounds as the Helium bags at NuTeV, and it would benefit from the use of

a magnetic field. An off-axis detector location may benefit from additional suppression of

neutrino interaction backgrounds.

IV. DETECTOR OPTIONS

A unique strength of the Neutrino Factory is the ability to provide high-energy neutrino

beams without a sacrifice in neutrino intensity. Although there is a wide ranging physics

program at the NF, its reach at high-energy is unique among man-made neutrino sources

and the detectors at both the near and far sites must be able to take advantage of this

capability. Since the NF is a facility for “precision” physics, the detectors must be high

resolution and capable of accurately tagging exclusive final states.
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A. Far Site

Due to their required large size, options for the Far detectors are limited. Certainly

large water Cerenkov, LAr and magnetized iron detectors are options, but of these currently

available technologies only the magnetized-iron detector is capable of fully containing the

events that would be present at a high-energy (stored Eµ = 50 GeV for example) neutrino

source from a NF and measure the charge of the final-state muon. The maximum energy

of a final-state muon in a νµCC events that can be analyzed via range is ≃ 12 GeV (in a

very limited volume) for the large water Cerenkov detector of HyperK [66] and ≃ 4 GeV for

DUNE’s [67] LAr detectors at the far site.

B. Near Site

Many of the detector concepts now incorporated in the upgraded T2K near detector [68]

and those being developed for DUNE [69] are appropriate for near detectors at a NF. These

concepts include:

1. Highly-segmented tracking scintillator detector (SuperFGD)

2. Pixelated LAr detector

3. Magnetized high-pressure gaseous Ar TPC (HPgTPC)

4. Straw-Tube trackers (STT) with thin targets

Magnetization of all these detectors is under consideration. The SuperFGD for T2K is a

magnetized detector as will be the STT for DUNE. The HPgTPC is by design a magnetized

detector. Although magnetization concepts for a pixelated LAr have been developed, the

high cost for the magnet system presents obstacles to its utilization, although R&D on

high-temperature superconductor and cable may make this option affordable. Without

magnetization a LAr detector at the near site for a NF will need a muon catcher, since the

LAr will not be large enough to fully contain most muons.

Although the concept of magnetization in neutrino detectors is not new, the application

of a collider-detector design for neutrino physics is. One such example is the high-pressure

gas TPC (HPgTPC) detector concept (called ND-GAr) for the DUNE near detector com-

plex [70]. An overview of the detector is shown in Figure IVB. ND-GAr is a large detector
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Figure 2. Schematic of the ND-GAr concept. From inside out, Yellow:HPgTPC, Blue:ECAL, Grey:

Superconducting solenoid in its cryostat and Red: Return Iron.

with a magnetic volume that is approximately 7m in diameter and 7.5m long (both the

HPgTPC and the ECAL are in the magnetic volume). The solenoid magnet and the return

iron provide pressure containment. This detector offers many advantages including: capabil-

ity to vary the target nucleus (main gas component) from He to Xe, operation at pressures

from 1 Bar to 10 Bar, 4π tracking with track thresholds down to 5 MeV, exquisite particle

ID which allows for very prcise determination of exclusive final states and the addition of a

magnet field allows for energy measurement via spectrometry as well as calorimetry (from

the ECAL). In DUNE, ND-GAr allows functions as muon catcher for the pixelated LAr de-

tector which is just upstream. The return iron has a window which allows muons that exit

the LAr to be accurately momentum analyzed in the HPgTPC. A detector such as ND-GAr

provides all of the design features enumerated in Section III. Although the point resolution
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of a gaseous TPC does not reach the micron scale, because of the detectors excellent event

reconstruction capability, kinematic analyses can be used to tag taus.

V. MACHINE OPTIONS

Current machine concepts for a neutrino factory are based on a proton-driven scheme

as developed by the U.S. Muon Accelerator Program (MAP). Fig. 4 shows the concept

for a 5 GeV muon storage ring to produce neutrinos as was considered for the NuMAX

concept [11]. The key elements of such a machine include:

• A multi-GeV, MW-class proton driver;

• A front end that includes proton target that produces tertiary muons, a decay channel,

buncher and phase rotator;

• An initial 6D cooling stage capable of handling both species of muons [71]

• LINACs and Recirculating Linear Accelerators (RLA) to achieve the desired beam

energy;

• A muon storage ring.

The muon energy in such a machine can be readily extended to tens of GeV by the addition

of addition of one or two RLAs; MAP designs included RLA stages to reach the 63 GeV

corresponding to the beam energy for s-channel production of the Higgs boson. The muon

storage ring required for these higher energies would be a straightforward extrapolation of

existing muon storage ring concepts.

The neutrino factory accelerator complex utilizes a subset of the elements needed for a

high energy Muon Collider (MC), which is currently being designed by the International

Muon Collider Collaboration [72]. The only accelerator complex elements that would be

unique to the NF would be the transfer lines to the muon storage ring and the storage

ring itself. The early acceleration stages in the MC design would need to allow for muon

extraction at the energy relevant for the muon storage ring. While the NF would only require
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A. Low Energy Acceleration

A single pass linac with a combination of 325 and 650 MHz superconducting RF (to

alleviate extremely high peak-power RF) may be used to accelerate muons to 1.95GeV. One

could configure it using 25 MV/m RF cavities with a 7.5 cm aperture radius. The initial

phase-space of the beam, as delivered by the muon front-end, is characterized by significant

energy spread; the linac has been designed so that it first confines the muon bunches in

longitudinal phase-space, then adiabatically superimposes acceleration over the confinement

motion, and finally boosts the confined bunches to 1.95 GeV. In the initial part of the linac,

when the beam is still not relativistic, the far-off-crest acceleration induces rapid synchrotron

motion, which allows bunch ‘head’ and ‘tail’ to switch places within the RF bucket three

times during the course of acceleration. This process [73] is essential for averaging energy

spread within the bunch, which ultimately yields desired bunch compression in both bunch-

length and momentum spread. The large acceptance of the linac requires large apertures

and tight focusing. This, combined with moderate beam energies, favors solenoidal rather

than quadrupole focusing for the entire linac.

The linac would be followed by a Recirculating Linear Accelerator (RLA) configured with

2.9 GeV/pass, 650 MHz superconducting linac based on quadrupole focusing, completed

with four ‘droplet’ arcs, where the beam reaches 15 GeV in 4.5 recirculation passes. This

configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3. The arcs use 1.6T dipoles.

The main thrust of the multi-pass RLA is its very efficient usage of the expensive super-

conducting linac. The ‘dogbone’ topology further boosts the efficiency of linac usage (close

Figure 3. Linac plus 4.5 pass dogbone acceleration to 15 GeV.
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to a factor of 2 higher than a corresponding racetrack RLA), because the beam is being

accelerated while traversing the linac in both directions. Finally, the ‘dogbone’ topology

is inherently suited for simultaneous acceleration of both µ+ and µ− charge species; they

follow the same direction through the linac, while moving in opposite directions through the

‘droplet’ arcs. RLA acceleration from 1.95 GeV to 15 GeV further compresses and shapes

the longitudinal and transverse phase-space.

B. Decay Ring

The neutrino beam is generated from stored muons decaying in flight in the decay ring.

To maximise the efficiency of the neutrino beam generation the decay ring needs to be

equipped with long straight sections with relatively large β function, which reduces the

divergence of the beam, and compact arcs. Neutrino detectors can be placed along the long

straight sections, either close to the ring as near detectors or far away, if the long baseline

experiment is conducted. If the neutrino beam needs to be sent to the far detector, the

straight section needs to be oriented with an appropriate angle dictated by the length of

the baseline. Several such rings have been already designed with various geometries like a

racetrack, a triangle or a bow-tie [74].

One of the most advanced designs to date was proposed within the IDS-NF [9] study,

which is based on the racetrack geometry [75]. This 1575.8m in circumference ring allows

to simultaneously store three positive and three counter circulating negative muon bunches

at 10GeV. The compact arcs and the large β production straights optics are based on

the FODO structures. The ring uses the separate function magnets in all different optical

superperiods. The arcs are equipped with 4T SC dipoles, which is a compromise between

the need of compactness and the cost. The injection systems for both charges are located

in special insertions between the arc and the production straights and their optics is based

on the triplet cells to maximise the available length for septa and kickers. The focusing in

the insertions is strong enough to reduce the beam size.

Once the maximum energy required for the neutrino beam generation is established, the

design of the ring can be performed. A potential length of the long baseline will set the ring

orientation. Concerning the shape of the ring, racetrack seems to be the most advantageous

from the point of view of maximising the neutrino production efficiency and the cost. While
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the size of the ring is dictated by the maximum required energy, the strength of the bending

field in the dipoles and the time structure of the beam (a bunch train length), the magnet

apertures are set by the beam size at the smallest energy. Once the ring is designed for the

highest energy, scaling down should be straightforward assuming the quadrupole families

are independently powered to assure the control of the working point and the matching of

optical functions between various modules.

VI. SYNERGIES WITH THE MUON COLLIDER AND FNAL ACCELERATOR

COMPLEX

A Fermilab Muon Collider site filler is currently under study (see “Future Collider Options

for the US” white paper submitted to the Proceedings of the US Community Study on the

Future of Particle Physics) but the concept dates back to the early 2000s. The required

parameter space towards a 10 TeV MC site filler has been identified and a first design

concept has been developed, which is described in the above mentioned white paper. The

US Muon Accelerator Program (MAP) [76], which functioned between 2011 and 2016, was

tasked to assess the feasibility of the technologies required for the construction of both the

Neutrino Factory and the Muon Collider. At the conclusion of MAP, the program had

produced a number of significant milestones including an End-to-End simulation of cooling

for the MC [77]. What this study showed was that the front-end for the Neutrino Factory and

that for the Muon Collider can be essentially identical. This is illustrated in Figure 4. As can

be seen from this figure, the front end (up to initial cooling) is the same for both facilities.

Although MAP was terminated in 2016, work continued on documenting the program’s

results and has provided a “jumping-off” point for the recently formed International Muon

Collider Collaboration, IMCC [72]. The design strategy taken by the IMCC relies heavily

on the concepts developed by the MAP collaboration. In the baseline design, muons are

produced in decays from pions produced by colliding a multi-megawatt proton beam onto a

target. The IMCC envisions a staged approach for the deployment of a Muon Collider with

the first stage collider operating at the center-of-mass energy of 3 TeV and the second stage

at 10+ TeV, which is shown in Figure 5. The front-end labeled as µ injector in Figure 5 can

also function as the µ injector for a Neutrino Factory. The Neutrino Factory could be part

of a staging scheme for the IMCC, but nevertheless, the R&D directed at the µ injector is
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Figure 4. Block diagrams showing the principal elements of a Neutrino Factory (NF) and a Muon

Collider (MC).

directly applicable to that needed for the Neutrino Factory.
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Figure 5. Schematic layout of 10 TeV-class muon collider complex being study within the Interna-

tional Muon Collider Collaboration. From https://muoncollider.web.cern.ch/

VII. SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

LBNF-DUNE and Tokai-to-Hyper-Kamiokande are scheduled to start taking data by

the end of the decade. Both will measure muon disappearance and electron appearance at

their far-detector sites, while LBNF-DUNE will also be sensitive to tau appearance. Both

make use of a beam of mostly muon-type neutrinos produced in the decay of sign-selected

charged pions, referred to as a super-beam. The large fluxes of pions and neutrinos will also

allow precision measurements of neutrino properties and interactions, and searches for new,

relatively light states including neutral heavy leptons and axion-like particles.

Neutrino factories – neutrino beams produced in the decay of a muon or antimuon beam

inside a storage ring – yield cleaner, richer, and more flexible neutrino beams relative to

super-beams. In more detail: (i) Assuming the stored muon energy and flux are well known,

the daughter neutrino energy spectra and total fluxes are also well known. (ii) Muons

decay into both a muon-type neutrino and an electron-type antineutrino (or vice-versa for

antimuons). Hence, neutrino factories provide the unique opportunity to study, concurrently,

νµ and νe oscillations in the same experimental setup and are the only known intense source

of high-energy (larger than 10 MeV) electron-type neutrinos. With a neutrino factory one

has, in principle, access to νe → νe νe → νµ, and νe → ντ oscillations. These are practically

inaccessible to super-beam experiments. Finally, (iii) in a neutrino factory, one has the
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flexibility to choose the muon energy without significant loss of neutrino flux.

In the context of long-baseline oscillations, the expected impact of the neutrino factory

will depend strongly on the results revealed by DUNE and Hyper-K. Assuming DUNE

and Hyper-K do not run into any surprises (other than, for example, establishing that

CP-invariance is violated in the neutrino sector), Neutrino Factory setups are expected to

measure, and in some cases over-measure, oscillation parameters with higher precision. On

the other and, should Hyper-K and DUNE discover more new physics in the lepton sector,

neutrino factories will, likely, have the ability to explore the new physics in more detail,

perhaps addressing questions outside the reach of superbeam experiments. Finally, should

new “anomalies” come out unresolved once data from DUNE and Hyper-K are analyzed, the

different and more diverse beam conditions offered by the neutrino factory are likely to allow

one a clean path for resolving these hypothetical anomalies. If the “anomalies” suggest a

need for more detailed studies at high neutrino energy, the neutrino factory maybe the only

path. Detailed phenomenological and theoretical studies of all these hypothetical scenarios

are necessary and yet to be performed.

The intensity of the neutrino factory, along with the superior-quality beam, also allow a

rich near-detector program. Many concrete examples were discussed in some detail here but

dedicated analyses are not yet available. The stored-muon beam also allows one to carry out

a comprehensive neutrino scattering program that may prove necessary in order to reach

ultimate precision and sensitivity in long-baseline oscillation experiments, independent from

the nature of the long-baseline experimental setup.

Our ability to exploit the neutrino factory beam depends on the capabilities of the detec-

tors that sit on the other end. We reviewed different ideas here. Important questions include

whether the detectors can distinguish electrons, muons, and photons, identify the charge of

muon tracks and electron tracks, faithfully reconstruct the incoming neutrino energy, etc.

Different detector-choices will allow access to different physics questions.

The challenges associated with building a neutrino factory have also been discussed in

some detail. Active, continuous, dedicated research and development today are necessary

if the community wants to be prepared to start building a neutrino factory in the next

decade. Such an effort extends beyond the ambitions of the neutrino program and is per-

fectly synergistic with efforts to build a muon collider, one of the identified options for both

understanding the physics of the Higgs boson and exploring physics at energy scales that
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significantly supresede those of the LHC (at the parton level). Finally, both neutrino facto-

ries and muon colliders appear to be an excellent “fit” to the Fermilab accelerator complex.

Both would be exquisite flagships for the laboratory in the late 2030s and beyond.
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